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INTRODUCTION

The teeth are surrounded by bone and connective tissue during the period of early growth and eruption. After the emergence of the tooth from the bony crypt, during eruption, the reduced dental epithelium is separated from the oral epithelium by the intervening connective tissue. During eruption the tip of the tooth approaches the oral mucosa and the reduced dental epithelium fuses with the oral epithelium.

The characteristics of the connective tissue intervening the reduced dental epithelium and the oral epithelium are studied in an attempt to explain the manner in which the resistance offered by the connective tissue to the axial movement of the tooth is reduced, prior to its emergence into the oral cavity.

The ground substance of the connective tissue has been a subject of intensive investigation. It has been shown that in inflamed gingiva the amount of water soluble mucopolysaccharides and carbohydrates increases and this is presumed to be due to depolymerization of the ground substance or to altered synthesis of connective tissue ground substance. The connective tissue obtained from different sources has been studied histochemically and morphologically, and it has been reported that the ground substance undergoes depolymerization and that there is an evidence of the solution of some components of the tissue.

The comparative quantities of mucopolysaccharides binding the connective tissue in the oral mucosa may differ signi-
FICANTLY IN ATTACHED GINGIVA AS AGAINST THOSE OF THE CONNECTIVE TISSUE OF THE ORAL MUCOSA OVERLYING AN ERUPTING MOLAR.

THE PURPOSE OF THIS EXPERIMENT IS TO STUDY THE DEPOLYMERIZATION OF THE GROUND SUBSTANCE, WHICH MAY CONTRIBUTE TO THE ERUPTION OF A TOOTH THROUGH THE CONNECTIVE TISSUE BARRIER OF THE ORAL MUCOSA.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Connective tissue is one of the supporting tissues of the body, in which the intercellular substance is at a maximum. It is widely distributed in the body in various forms, like areolar, adipose, fibrous, elastic, and reticular tissue, cartilage and bone. They are all derived from the mesoderm or the mesenchyme of the embryo but the difference lies mainly in the nature of the intercellular substance and the appearance of the different kinds of fibres in it. The basic structural units are cells, fibers, and the "ground substance".

A. Ground Substance

Engle, et al (1960) described the ground substance of the connective tissue as an heterogeneous colloidal mixture of macromolecules of carbohydrate-protein complexes (mucoproteins and glycoproteins) and mucopolysaccharides, with a negative-electrical charge. The degree of this charge is directly proportional to the density of the connective tissue. By the virtue of this negative charge, the biological colloid has gained unique properties affecting the water and salt distribution and the organic and inorganic cation bindings in the tissue. Slack (1959) in discussing the composition and metabolism of connective tissue emphasizes the influence of colloidal components on the diffusion and exchanges of electrolytes and other solutes. The colloidal
Components of the ground substance are not an inert mass through which the electrolytes and metabolites can pass from the blood circulation to the cells. The distribution of the diffusible ions is determined primarily by indiffusible charged macromolecules of acid mucopolysaccharides and carbohydrate-protein complexes.

The composition of the ground substance as stated by Gersh and Catchpole is as follows:

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acid Mucopolysaccharides</th>
<th>Neutral Heteropolysaccharides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Hyaluronic Acid</td>
<td>1. Heparitin Sulphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Chondroitin S04 A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Chondroitin S04 B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Chondroitin S04 C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Chondroitin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Kerato Sulphate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Heparitin Sulphate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Proteins

Soluble collagen

Probably of local origin - water, enzymes, metabolites

Plasma origin - immune bodies globulin

Albumin vitamins, hormones, ions
The ground substance is organized as a two-phase system, colloidal-rich water poor and water-rich colloid poor. The water-rich phase exists as submicroscopic vacuoles enclosed and separated from each other by dense phase (Gersh & Catchpole, 1960). These vacuoles according to Bondareff (1957) range from 5000Å to 2,0000Å in dimensions. The chief constituents within the vacuoles is water and the walls of the vacuoles are believed to be rich in proteins.

Gersh and Catchpole further state that each phase includes a variety of components derived in part locally from connective tissue cells, in part from plasma. Some of the colloid components of the ground substance have the property of forming aggregates and, when the proportion of these is high, the ground substance is less dense, or plastic. In this state, the tissue holds more water and may become even more edematous. As long as the two systems are in equilibrium, edema is reversible.

The amount of water in either of these phases depends on the intrinsic hydrophilic properties of the system, the density of the colloid, osmotic pressure of the blood plasma, lymphatic drainage and the blood pressure (Gersh and Catchpole 1960). Black (1959) considers that the water in connective tissue is bound to the mucopolysaccharide-mucoprotein-fibrous protein complexes. During the water rich phase the water content of the ground substance and that of the collagen fibers increases; hydration of the ground substance precedes the swelling of the
collagen fibers. The degree of hydration also depends upon the amount of hyaluronic acid present in the ground substance. Hvidberg (1960) states that hyaluronic acid is strongly hydrophilic. Gersh and Catchpole report the degree of hydration being proportional to the degree of polymerisation of the ground substance.

Benseley (1934) in her description of the properties of the ground substance states that 1) the ground substance appears as a continuous, finely granular, transparent substance in which the fibers and connective tissue cells are embedded. 2) It is elastic and tends to retract when cut. 3) It is extractable by 10% NaCl and half saturated lime water. Cells are first to be extracted, ground substance next, and fibers are the last to be extracted. 4) Ground substance and connective tissue fibers are stained differentially by Toluidine blue. 5) It has affinity for copper salts showing that Chondroitin sulphuric acid is present in it.

She further states that ground substance varies with physiological age and development of the connective tissue. In embryonic and undifferentiated tissues, such as reticular tissue, it is young, viscid and a continuous form. In fully developed subcutaneous tissue, it is less abundant, interrupted by tissue spaces and chiefly encloses the connective tissue fibers.

The major components of the mucopolysaccharide fraction of the ground substance are hexosamine and hexuronic acid. Hexosamine is a stable amino sugar which is an amino derivative of
Sugar with the alkyl radical at position two of the molecule; while glucuronic acid is a monobasic acid with an aldehyde remaining at the opposite end of the straight carbon chain from the carboxyl group.

K. Meyer has suggested the classification of mucopoly-saccharides as follows:

**Table II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>with no acid groups at all, e.g. Chitin (composed of acetylglucosamine only)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acid</td>
<td>1) Simple - in which the acid component is uronic acid, e.g. Hyaluronic acid composed of acetylglucosamine and glucuronic acid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2) Complex - acid component is glucuronic acid and sulphuric or phosphoric acid, e.g. Heparin, composed of acetylglucosamine and uronic acid and sulphuric acid.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chondroitin sulphuric acid composed of acetylgalactosamine, glucoronic and sulphuric acid.

Stacy has given the approximate values for the components of the hyaluronic acid as follows:

NITROGEN 3 TO 3.5%  GLUCOSEAMINE 30 TO 40%
ACETYL 8 TO 12%  GLUCORONIC ACID 40 TO 50%
B. Labile Nature of the Ground Substance

The ground substance and the basement membrane are closely related. They are optically homogenous components of intercellular material whose physical state may vary from gel like consistency to fairly fluid consistency according to Gersh and Catchpole (1949). Ground substance is concentrated to form a denser region between connective tissue and epithelium. This altered region of the ground substance is called the basement membrane. The ground substance exists in a polymerized state; the degree of polymerization being different in the same organ at the same time. The ground substance is structurally organized on a submicroscopic or molecular level. Molecules are bound to each other in such a way as to result in a medium whose consistency may vary. This change in physical state is believed to be caused by the activity of cells of the connective tissue and due to some depolymerizing enzymes.

Gersh (1941), in discussing the plasticity of connective tissue states that the ground substance of connective tissue is normally of gel like consistency but under certain conditions it may become more fluid. In his experiments with intravital staining with the dye Evans blue, he states that normally little dye escapes from capillaries into the intercellular spaces. However, following intravenous administration of papain in rabbits, excessive amounts of the dye leave the capillaries to stain the ground substances in a matter of seconds. It appears that the consistency of the ground substance, a function of the state of its organization,
which depends primarily on the properties of glycoproteins of the connective tissue and the degree of intravitral staining with Evans blue, are all related phenomenon. The loss through capillaries of excessive amount of Evans blue has been found to be nearly specific for regions containing altered or water soluble ground substance.

It has been possible to detect abnormally high levels of hyaluronidase and collagenase activity in the ground substance (Gersh & Catchpole 1949). These depolymerizing enzymes cause the altered solubility and loss of the ground substance which weakens the collagenous fibers. The breaking up into smaller components with more disaggregated molecules presents increased reactive glycol groups and hence the increased stainability of the ground substance. However, stainability is reduced as water soluble hydrolysis products are lost from the ground substance.

In the early stages of development of an organ, the ground substance is extractable and, because extracted it stains very faintly. In similar sections of animals ½2 days old, the ground substance undergoes progressive polymerization and, subsequently glucoproteins are not extractable, hence increased staining properties.

To locate the water soluble and alcohol insoluble glycoproteins of the ground substance, Gersh and Catchpole (1949) used a method to detect the effects of a reagent on glycopro-
TEINS OF THE GROUND SUBSTANCE IN A SECTION.

SMALL PIECES OF TISSUE FROM MOUSE SKIN WERE REMOVED AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE AFTER SPONTANEOUS DEATH OF AN ANIMAL AND FROZEN BY IMMERSION IN ISOPENTENE AT \(-160^\circ\) C. THEY WERE DRIED IN VACUUM AT ABOUT \(-30^\circ\) C., INFILTRATED WITH PARAFFIN FOR ABOUT 15 MINUTES AND EMBEDDED. SECTIONS 6 MICRONS THICK WERE CUT AND MOUNTED ON ALBUMINIZED SLIDES. SUCH A SECTION WAS WARMED TO MELT AWAY THE PARAFFIN AND THEN FLATTENED WITH SLIGHT FINGER PRESSURE. IT WAS THEN STAINED BY ALCOHOLIC PERIODIC ACID LEUCOFUCHSIN METHOD.

ANOTHER SERIES OF SECTIONS 16 MICRONS THICK WERE DEPARAFFINIZED WITH PETROLATUM ETHER AND IMMERSED IN ABSOLUTE ALCOHOL FOR AT LEAST 16 HOURS. ONE SET OF THESE SECTIONS WAS STAINED FOR POLYSACCHARIDES AND ANOTHER SET OF THE SECTIONS WAS TREATED WITH DROPS OF PHOSPHATE BUFFER AT pH 7.0. THE PHOSPHATE BUFFER WAS PROMPTLY DECANTED AND FRESH BUFFER WAS ADDED, BUT AGAIN DECANTED AFTER TWO HOURS. SECTIONS WERE KEPT IN ALCOHOL FOR AT LEAST 16 HOURS AND STAINED BY PAS.

AN EARLY STAGE OF DEPOLYMERISATION OF GLYCOPROTEINS IS POSSIBLY REPRESENTED HISTOCHEMICALLY BY THE INCREASE IN THE COLOR VALUE OF THE GROUND SUBSTANCE. THIS MAY BE DUE TO GREATER ACCESSIBILITY AND AVAILABILITY OF REACTIVE GLYCOL GROUPS. DECREASE IN COLOR VALUE IS DUE TO LOSS OF THESE REACTIVE GROUPS THROUGH SOLUTION OF THE GLYCOPROTEINS CONTAINING THEM, POSSIBLY REPRESENTING A LATER STAGE OF THE DEPOLYMERIZATION OF THE GLYCO-
PROTEINS.

GERSH AND CATCHPOLE (1949) OBSERVED BROWNIAN MOVEMENT BETWEEN COLLAGENOUS BUNDLES, WITHIN THE BUNDLES AND THEN BETWEEN THE FIBRILS WHEN CONNECTIVE TISSUE WAS EXPOSED TO ACTION OF CLOSTRIDIUM WELCHII TOXIN. CLOSTRIDIUM WELCHII TOXIN CONTAINS COLLAGENASE WHICH SEEMS TO REMOVE THE CEMENTING SUBSTANCE BETWEEN COLLAGENOUS FIBRILS. THEY STATE THAT THE REACTIVE MATERIAL OF THE GROUND SUBSTANCE MAY BE SELECTIVELY SEPARATED FROM FIBRILLAR STRUCTURES WHICH REMAIN MORPHOLOGICALLY INTACT BUT ARE FRAGILE. IT IS PROBABLE THAT REACTIVE MATERIAL IS A CARBOHYDRATE, CONTAINING PROTEIN, WHICH MAY BE HIGHLY POLYMERIZED AND DIFFICULT TO EXTRACT. THIS MATERIAL IS PRESENT IN EXTRAVASATED LYMPHOCYTES AND MACROPHAGES IN THE REGION OF INFLAMMATION. IT IS POSSIBLE THAT THE REMOVAL AND DISPOSAL OF GLYCOPROTEINS FROM GROUND SUBSTANCE BY THE PHAGOCYTIC ACTIVITY REPRESENTS ONE OF THE NORMAL FUNCTIONS OF MACROPHAGES. THE GRANULES ARE ALSO SEEN IN FIBROBLASTS BUT ARE OBSCURED BY THE GROUND SUBSTANCE. SUCH GRANULES ARE BELIEVED TO BE THE SECRETION PRODUCTS OF FIBROBLASTS WHICH BECOME INCORPORATED IN THE GROUND SUBSTANCE (GERSH & CATCHPOLE 1949).

ENGLE (1951) STUDIED THE CONNECTIVE TISSUE OBTAINED FROM DIFFERENT SOURCES. ORAL MUCOUS MEMBRANE OVERLYING THE ERUPTING TEETH WAS OBTAINED FROM PATIENTS OF THE CHILDREN'S CLINIC. HE ALSO STUDIED THE JAWS FROM YOUNG RATS (NEWBORN TO 21 DAYS) AND FROM FETAL PIGS FOR HISTOCHEMICAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL STUDY. THE
TISSUES WERE TREATED WITH BUFFER SUBSTANCES AND ENZYMES PRIOR TO STAINING TO MAKE THE CHARACTERIZATION OF THE TISSUE COMPONENT MORE SPECIFIC BY COMPARING WITH THE TISSUE WHICH WAS STAINED WITHOUT ANY TREATMENT WITH BUFFER OR ENZYME.

BUFFERS

ACETATE BUFFER PH 3 TO 4.5
PHOSPHATE BUFFER PH 5, 6, 7.
BORATE BUFFER PH 9 TO 11

ENZYMES

HYALURONIDASE PH 6
COLLAGENASE (CLOSTRIDIUM WELCHII FILTRATE)
TRYPsin PH 7, PEPSIN PH 2

THE DECREASE IN THE STAINING PROPERTIES OF THE TISSUE AFTER TREATMENT WITH ENZYMES WAS REGARDED AS EVIDENCE OF THE SOLUTION OF SOME COMPONENTS OF THE TISSUE.

WHEN THE MUCOSA OVER THE DEVELOPING TEETH OF FETAL PIGS OR CALVES IS DISSECTED, A JELLY-LIKE MASS IS UNCOVERED WHICH FORMS A CONTINUUM FROM THE SUBMUCOSA TO THE TOOTH GERM. ENGLE STUDIED THE SOLUBILITY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GROUND SUBSTANCE IN SUCH MUCOSA BY MAKING WATER EXTRACTS OF THIS JELLY-LIKE MASS. HE REPORTED A DECREASE IN THE VISCOSITY OF THIS EXTRACT UPON TREATMENT WITH TESTICULAR HYALURONIDASE.

THE ABILITY OF THE GROUND SUBSTANCE TO BIND DYE WAS TESTED BY INTRACARDIAL INJECTION OF THE DYE, EVANS BLUE, IN YOUNG RATS. IF THE ANIMALS WERE SACRIFICED WITHIN AN HOUR AFTER INJECTION, THE DYE WAS FOUND TO BE EITHER IN BLOOD VESSELS OR IN EXTRACELLULAR GROUND SUBSTANCE. AS THE TOOTH BECAME MORE DIFFEREN-

C. HISTOCHEMISTRY

METACHROMASIA: HISTOCHEMICALLY, METACHROMASIA CAN BE DEFINED AS THE STAINING OF THE TISSUE COMPONENT SO THAT THE ABSORPTION SPECTRUM OF THE RESULTING TISSUE DYE COMPLEX DIFFERS SUFICIENTLY FROM THAT OF THE ORIGINAL DYE, AND FROM ITS ORDINARY TISSUE COMPLEXES, TO GIVE A MARKED CONTRAST IN COLOR.

MECHANISM OF METACHROMATIC REACTION:

MICHAELIS IN COLLABORATION WITH GRANICK (1945) HAS INTRODUCED THE CONCEPTION OF POLYMER FORMATION. THE MONOMERIC FORM OF THE DYE TOLUIDINE BLUE, IS BLUE OR VIOLET, DIMERIC OR TRIMERIC ARE PROGRESSIVELY VIOLET AND POLYMERIC FORMS ARE RED OR PINK. IT IS STATED THAT THE POLYMERIZATION OF THE SUBSTRATE WITH WHICH THE DYE COMBINES, INDUCES THE POLYMERIZATION OF THE DYE, AND HENCE THE CHANGE IN COLOR.

ACCORDING TO PEARSE (1960), THE DYE TOLUIDINE BLUE HAS AN ABSORPTION SPECTRUM WITH THREE BANDS, ALPHA, BETA AND GAMMA. MONOMERIC ALPHA FORM IS BLUE, DIMERIC BETA FORM IS VIOLET AND THE POLYMERIC GAMMA FORM IS RED. THE PRODUCTION OF GAMMA RED METACHROMASIA WITH TOLUIDINE BLUE IN TISSUE SECTIONS IS DUE TO PREDOMINENCE, IN OR ON THE SUBSTANCE STAINED METACHROMATICALLY OF THE GAMMA FORM OF THE DYE.
Sylven (1954, 1959) considers metachromasia as a "special type of orderly dye aggregation characterized by the formation of new intermolecular bond between adjacent two molecules". The substances (chromotropes) which produce metachromasia in animal tissues are large macromolecular colloids, with spaced acidic groups, i.e. -OSO₂OH, -COOH and perhaps -OP-O(OH)₂ to which the basic dye is fixed. An orderly alignment of the attached dye molecules is necessary for metachromasia. This is favored if the dye molecules have hydrophilic and hydrophobic parts. It is a two stage reaction: during the initial stage there is reaction between the dye and the substrate molecule; followed by the interaction of dye molecules, in the second stage. A molecule of water may be intercalated between the dye molecules, thus giving a hydrogen bond between them.

Sylven and Pearse believe that metachromasia signifies only the presence of free electronegative surface charges of a certain minimum density. The distribution of this charge on the surface of the substrate determines the attaching alignment of the dye molecules and the degree of metachromasia. Minimum intercharge distance estimated to be 50Å is also necessary for the reaction. Higher aggregation of the attached dye molecules would decrease the intercharge distance, perhaps less than 50Å and would increase the degree of metachromasia. High concentration of the dye, and increased hydration of the tissue would also favor the stain. The quality of the charge, in terms of acid radical present, would
also alter the degree of metachromasia. For example, a sulphate radical would give more intense reaction than a carboxyl group. Quantitative dye-substrate ratio is also important as it has been observed that an excessive amount of dye can induce orthochromatic appearance to a metachromatic substance. Sylven (Grimas 1962) demonstrated that hyaluronic acid needs to be highly polymerized and in a minimum concentration of 1% (w/vol.).

**Histochemistry of Mucopolysaccharides and Mucoproteins**

The histochemistry of these substances is related with periodic acid - Schiff (PAS) reaction and it is therefore necessary to consider the principles on which this reaction is based. Its use in histology was first introduced by McManus for the demonstration of mucin but later Lillie and Hotchkiss elaborated the method into a histochemical one which could be used for the detection of various polysaccharides in the tissues.

Periodic acid is an oxidant which breaks the C-C bonds in various structures, where they are present as 1:2 glycol groups (CHOH-CHOH), converting them into dialdehydes. The equivalent amino or alkyl amino derivatives of 1:2 glycol or its oxidation products (CHOH-CO) are also attacked and converted into dialdehydes. The particular property of periodic acid that makes it immeasurably superior to other reagents commonly used in histochemistry for oxidation of C-C bonds is that it does not further oxidize the resulting aldehydes and these can, therefore be localized by combination with Schiff's reagent to give a substi-
TUTED DYE WHICH IS RED IN COLOR (PEARSE 1960).

THE AMOUNT OF COLOR DEVELOPED BY THE REACTION IS DEPEND-ENT ON THE AMOUNT OF REACTIVE GLYCOL STRUCTURES PRESENT IN THE TISSUES. GLEGG ET AL (1952) CONSIDERED THAT THE REACTIVE GROUPS CONCERNED ARE THOSE OF HEXOSE SUGARS, GLUCOSE, GALACTOSE, MANOSE, AND OF THE METHYLPENTOSE SUGAR FUCOSE AND HEXURONIC ACIDS. THEY AGREED IN THE FACT THAT THE ACID MUCOPOLYSACCHARIDES ARE NOT PAS POSITIVE. BRADE, HOOGHWINKEL AND SMITS (1957) CARRIED IN VITRO TESTS TO DEMONSTRATE THE PAS REACTION OF ACID MUCOPOLYSACCHARIDES. THEY FOUND THAT CHONDROITIN SULPHURIC ACID AND HYALURONIC ACID, BOTH WERE PAS NEGATIVE. THEY NOTED THAT ALTHOUGH HEXURONIC ACIDS WERE OXIDIZED, NO ALDEHYDES COULD BE DEMONSTRATED. IT WAS THEREFORE CONCLUDED THAT A SUBSTANCE IN ORDER TO BE PAS POSITIVE, HAS TO BE BUILT UP ENTIRELY OR PARTLY OF CARBOHYDRATES OTHER THAN HEXOSAMINE AND HEXURONIC ACID.

ACCORDING TO HOTCHKISS A SUBSTANCE HAS TO FULFILL THE FOLLOWING FOUR CRITERIA IN ORDER TO BE PAS POSITIVE:

1. IT HAS TO CONTAIN 1-2 GLYCOL GROUPING OR THE EQUIVALENT AMINO OR ALKYLAMINO DERIVATIVE OR THE OXIDATION PRODUCT CHOH-CO.

2. IT SHOULD NOT DIFFUSE AWAY IN THE COURSE OF FIXATION.

3. THE OXIDATION PRODUCT OF THE SUBSTANCE SHOULD BE STABLE AND NOT DIFFUSIBLE.

4. IT SHOULD BE PRESENT IN SUFFICIENT CONCENTRATION TO GIVE A DETECTABLE FINAL COLOR.
According to Hotchkiss the following compounds are PAS positive: mucopolysaccharides, glycoproteins, phosphorylated sugars, cerebrosides and inositol containing lipids.

**Enzymal Analysis:**

The treatment of the tissues with various enzymes will bring about changes in the staining reactions mentioned above. They can either act by removing the reactive groups by hydrolysis, as in the case of hyaluronidase or amylase with the consequent reduction in metachromasia and PAS, or uncovering reactive groups by breaking polysaccharide protein complexes as in the case of proteolytic enzymes in which the more available groups will give more intense results with PAS.

On the basis of these observations it is assumed that as the erupting teeth move through the oral mucosa, the connective tissue ground substance undergoes changes which would seem to permit this movement to take place. It is suggested that this process is an instance of the labile nature of the ground substance as described by Gersh and Catchpole.

Alterations occurring in the physical state of the ground substance such as the depolymerization of the ground substance in the oral mucosa, during eruption of a tooth should be reflected in the staining reaction of the ground substance, using periodic acid - leucofuchsin method.

The stainability of the ground substance in the oral mucosa may vary according to its physiologic state. The mucosa
OVER AN EruptING TOOTH HAS BEEN SHOWN TO UNDERGO A CHANGE FROM
A GEL TO SOL STATE, LOSING SOME OF ITS POLYSACCHARIDES BY SOLU-
TION. THE ATTACHED MUCOSA ON THE BUCCAL OR LABIAL SURFACE OF
THE MANDIBLE AND MAXILLA, SHOULD SHOW LESS SIGNIFICANT CHANGE
IN THE PHYSICAL STATE OF THE GROUND SUBSTANCE EVEN THOUGH IT
IS ANATOMICALLY APPROXIMATING THE MUCOSA OVERLYING THE Erupting
TOOTH.

THE STAINING REACTIONS WITH PERIODIC ACID-SCHIFF REAGENT
SHOULD DEMONSTRATE THE PRESENCE OF NEUTRAL POLYSACCHARIDES;
TOLUIDINE BLUE SHOULD DEMONSTRATE ANY ACID MUCOPOLYSACCHARIDES.
TREATMENT OF THE MUCOSA WITH AMYLASE SHOULD REMOVE GLYCOCEN.
SUBSEQUENT STAINING WITH PAS WILL SERVE TO SEMIQUANTITATIVELY
determine losses of glycogen. THE USE OF TESTICULAR HYALURONIDASE
WILL REMOVE ACID MUCOPOLYSACCHARIDES (CHONDROITIN A AND C AND
HYALURONIC ACID). SUCH A LOSS MAY BE DEMONSTRATED BY STAINING
WITH TOLUIDINE BLUE. THUS, A COMPARISON OF THE ADJACENT ATTACHED
MUCOSA MAY SHOW DIFFERENT PHYSIOLOGIC STATES ATTRIBUTED TO CHANGE
IN THE GROUND SUBSTANCE ATTRIBUTING TO THE Erupting TOOTH.

D. MECHANISM OF Eruption in CONTINUOUSLY GROWING TEETH

THE Eruptive MOVEMENTS OF A TOOTH ARE THE EFFECT OF
DIFFERENTIAL GROWTH. DIFFERENTIAL GROWTH IS ONE OF THE MOST
IMPORTANT FACTORS IN MORPHOGENESIS. IN THE JAWS, IT IS THE
DIFFERENTIAL GROWTH BETWEEN TOOTH AND BONE THAT LEADS TO THE
MOVEMENT OF A TOOTH.

THE MOVEMENTS OF THE TEETH DURING Eruption ARE VERY


THE PROLIFERATION OF THE PULP AS AN ORGAN IN ITSELF IN COORDINATION WITH THE GROWTH OF HERTWIGS EPITHELIAL SHEATH PRECEDES THE FORMATION OF DENTIN AND IS THE IMPORTANT AND LEADING PROCESS IN TOOTH ELONGATION.


SCHOUR (1934), IN HIS EXPERIMENTS, ON CHANGES IN INCISORS
OF THE WHITE RATS FOLLOWING HYPOPHYSECTOMY OBSERVED THE SLOWING
DOWN OF ERUPTION AND THE FOLDING OF THE DENTIN AT THE BASAL END
OF THE TOOTH. ACCORDING TO SICHER, BOTH THESE FINDINGS CAN BE
EXPLAINED BY THE SPECIFIC INHIBITION OF PULPAL GROWTH (MESO-
DERMAL) WHEREAS EPITHELIAL GROWTH AND INDUCTION OF DENTIN FORMA-
TION ARE FAR LESS AFFECTED.

IN RATS, PRIOR TO THE ACTUAL ERUPTION OF THE INCISORS THE
BASAL END GROWS BACKWARD INTO THE JAW-BONE WHICH RESORBS BEFORE
ITS ADVANCE. AT 8 DAYS OF AGE ACTUAL ERUPTION BEGINS IN A
FORWARD DIRECTION (ADDISON, W.H.F. & J.L. APPELTON, 1915) AND
THE INCISAL TIP APPEARS IN THE ORAL CAVITY AT ABOUT 8 TO 10TH
DAY. THE RATE OF ERUPTION IS 2.1 MM. IN THE UPPER AND 2.8 MM.
IN THE LOWER INCISORS.

THE ERUPTION OF NOT ONLY THE INCISORS BUT ALSO THAT OF
THE MOLARS IS CONTINUOUS THROUGHOUT THE LIFE OF THE RAT BUT IS
AT A VERY SLOW RATE. UNDER THE STIMULUS OF THE SLOW BUT CON-
tinuous attrition of the molar teeth, odontoblasts, cementoblast
and osteoblasts are differentiated for secondary apposition of
dentin, cementum and bone respectively. THE GROWTH OF THESE
TISSUES, AS WELL AS ATTRITION AND ERUPTION ARE CONTINUOUS
processes (GRIFFITH AND FARRIS, 1942).

IT HAS BEEN STATED THAT THE CONNECTIVE TISSUE COVERING
THE CROWN ATROPHIES WHEN THE TOOTH MOVES TOWARDS THE ORAL
EPITHELIUM (WEINMANN, SYOBODA AND WOODS 1945). THEY ASSUMED
THAT THE PRESENCE OF AN EPITHELIAL COVERING OF THE CROWN IS
NECESSARY TO BRING ABOUT THIS ATROPHY OF THE TISSUES BLOCKING THE PATH OF ERUPTION. THE LACK OF A LAYER OF EPITHELIUM ON THE OCCLUSAL PART OF A CROWN WOULD RESULT IN A LACK OF STIMULUS INDUCING THE ATROPHY OF THE CONNECTIVE TISSUE BETWEEN CROWN AND EPITHELIUM, THUS MAKING THE NORMAL ERUPTION OF A TOOTH IN MANY CASES IMPOSSIBLE.

IN THE PAST, THE TERM ERUPTION WAS GENERALLY APPLIED ONLY TO THE APPEARANCE OF TEETH IN THE ORAL CAVITY. IT IS KNOWN THAT THE MOVEMENTS OF THE TEETH DO NOT CEASE WHEN THE TEETH MEET THEIR ANTAGONISTS. MOVEMENTS OF ERUPTION BEGIN AT THE TIME OF ROOT FORMATION. THE EMERGENCE THROUGH THE GINGIVA IS AN INCIDENCE IN THE PROCESS OF ERUPTION.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Eighteen albino rats were used in this investigation. The animals were received in our laboratory at the age of fourteen days. They were sacrificed at the age of 15 days by ether.

Specimens of tissues were dissected out from the attached gingiva of the maxillary and mandibular molar regions and from the gingival tissue over the unerupted molars.

Alveolar mucosa can be defined as the mucous membrane which covers the alveolar process to the mucogingival junction. In this investigation the alveolar mucosa can be called the mucous membrane covering the alveolar process to a line where it turns around the occlusal surface of an unerupted tooth. The portion of the gingival tissue overlying an unerupted tooth can be called as the gingival pad. Anatomically, both are continuous, one with another, therefore in very close proximity.

The tissue specimens were fixed by freeze-dry method. First, they were submerged in iso-pentane pre-chilled in liquid nitrogen to -160°C. They were then dehydrated in a vacuum chamber for a period of 48 hours at a temperature of -60°C, to eliminate the water content of the tissue by sublimation.

The embedding was done in vacuum with paraffin (Tissue Mat Fisher Co.) at a melting point of 56.5°C, under a pressure
OF 15 LBS./SQ. INCH FOR A PERIOD OF 15 MINUTES.

SECTIONS WERE THEN CUT FROM 6 TO 10 MICRONS. THE
THICKER SECTIONS WERE USED FOR ENZYME INCUBATION PROCEDURE.

THE MOUNTED SLIDES WERE DEPARAFFINIZED IN THE FOLLOWING
MANNER. IMMERSION FOR FIVE MINUTES EACH IN TWO CHANGES OF XYLOL,
THEN FOR FIVE MINUTES IN ABSOLUTE ALCOHOL, FOLLOWED BY THREE
MINUTES IN 95% ALCOHOL AND SUBSEQUENTLY IN 75% ALCOHOL FOR THREE
MINUTES. FINALLY, THE SECTIONS WERE WASHED IN DISTILLED WATER
FOR FIVE MINUTES.

THE METHOD EMPLOYED FOR THE DEMONSTRATION OF ACID MUCO-
POLYSACCHARIDES WAS TOLUIDINE BLUE STAIN METHOD. TOLUIDINE
BLUE WAS USED AT A CONCENTRATION OF 1:10000 AND A PH OF 7.

SECTIONS WERE TREATED AS FOLLOWS:

SOLUTION A  TOLUIDINE BLUE 1:10000
SOLUTION B  AMMONIUM MOLYBDATE 5% AQ. SOLN.
SOLUTION C  POTASSIUM FERRICYANIDE 1% AQ. SOLN.
SOLUTION D  1 VOL. OF SOLN. B PLUS 1 VOL. OF SOLN. C.

1. STAIN IN SOLUTION A FOR 2 MINUTES
2. RINSE IN DISTILLED WATER
3. STAIN IN SOLUTION D FOR 2 MINUTES

THIS PREVENTS LOSS OF METACHROMASIA, WHICH WOULD
OTHERWISE OCCUR, WHEN TISSUE SECTIONS ARE DEHYDRATED
IN ALCOHOL.

4. RINSE IN DISTILLED WATER.
5. Dehydrate in 75% alcohol, followed by 95% and finally in absolute alcohol.

6. Removal of alcohol by two changes of xylol.

The sections were then mounted with permount.

Testicular Hyaluronidase (General Biochemicals Inc.)

Incubation was carried out for the removal of hyaluronic acid, chondroitin sulphate and chondroitin sulphate C. A solution of a concentration of 1 mgm. of testicular hyaluronidase in 1 cc. of Sorensen's phosphate buffer at a pH of 7 was made. Five drops of the solution were placed on a section on a slide. The slides were then placed in wet chamber, petri-dish containing wet filter paper and then incubated at 37°C for two hours.

Sections from both, the alveolar mucosa and the eruptive mucosa, were treated for hyaluronidase incubation. Control slides were treated with Sorensen's buffer solution alone and then incubated at the same temperature and for the same length of time.

Immediately following incubation the sections were stained with toluidine blue.

The periodic-acid schiff method (Mehanus modification of Coleman) was used for the demonstration of neutral polysaccharides.

Removal of glycogen was carried out by incubating the sections with diastase enzyme. (Nutritional Biochemical Corp.) A solution of a concentration of 1 mgm. of enzyme in 1 cc. of Sorensen's buffer at a pH of 6 was made. Both the sections,
THOSE OF THE ALVEOLAR MUCOSA AND ERUPTIVE MUCOSA, WERE TREATED WITH DIASTASE ENZYME SOLUTION. FIVE DROPS OF THE SOLUTION WERE USED TO COVER THE SECTION AND THE SLIDES WERE THEN PLACED IN A PETRI-DISH CONTAINING A WET CHAMBER FOR 15 MINUTES AT 37° C.

IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THIS TREATMENT WITH DIASTASE, THE SECTIONS WERE STAINED WITH PERIODIC-ACID SCHIFF METHOD.

TO STUDY THE GENERAL MORPHOLOGY OF THE TISSUES, SECTIONS WERE STAINED WITH HAEMATOXYLIN AND EOSIN METHOD.
FINDINGS

HISTOCHEMISTRY AND ERYTHROCYTES

A. ALVEOLAR MUCOSAI


THE GROUND SUBSTANCE HAD AN HOMOGENOUS APPEARANCE.

B. GINGIVAL PAD

The lamina propria consisted of loose connective tissue. The fibers were seen to be dissociated from within the bundles. The area of the lamina propria, above the erupting tooth showed very loose and watery appearance. Mast cells were predominant. The blood vessels showed dilated appearance. On the whole, the lamina propria of the gingival pad showed a loose and watery appearance.

**Toluidine Blue:**

The epithelium of the alveolar mucosa consisted of the usual basal, spinous, granular and keratin layers. The thickness of these layers, however, was greater than that of the gingival pad. The keratin layer was also thicker and the number of epithelial reticulum was also more numerous in alveolar mucosa. In both the alveolar mucosa and gingival pad the nuclei of the basal cell layer showed a more intense metachromatic reaction while the cytoplasm of the epithelial cells also showed a metachromatic reaction. It was irregular, faint and decreased towards the surface layers. The keratin layer gave a constant metachromatic reaction. The intercellular substance was observed to stain with a light metachromasia.

The basement membrane at the junction of the epithelium and connective tissue did not stain and appeared as a clear transparent zone.

In the ground substance of the alveolar mucosa an intense metachromasia was observed as compared to the gingival pad. The
Metachromatic areas in the alveolar mucosa were more intense than those in the gingival pad. The distribution of these areas was also different in both. Those in the gingival pad were more widely spaced.

Cellularity in the lamina propria was noted and compared with the gingival pad. The predominant cells were the fibroblasts. These were long, slender, connective tissue cells with few pale metachromatic granules in the cytoplasm. The nuclei and the cytoplasm of the fibroblasts gave a metachromatic reaction with the nuclei staining more intensely.

A few mast cells were also observed in the lamina propria of the alveolar mucosa. However, the mast cells were in greater abundance in the lamina propria of the gingival pad. These cells were filled with numerous large granules which were intensely metachromatic. The heavy concentration of these granules made it difficult to observe the cell details. Some of the mast cells were found liberating their granules into the extracellular space.

The connective tissue fibers were outlined by pale unstained reaction.

Testicular Hyaluronidase:

A reduction in the metachromasia of the ground substance of the alveolar mucosa was observed, following incubation with hyaluronidase for two hours. However, the reduction in the metachromasia of the ground substance of the gingival pad was more as compared to that of the alveolar mucosa. The ground
Substance showed mucinous appearance.

The connective tissue fibers were unstained and, in some sections they were seen to be separating within the bundles.

The stainability of the fibroblasts and mast cells was not altered by the enzyme treatment.

The metachromasia found in the different epithelial components was also seen to be unaltered by testicular hyaluronidase.

It was noticed that control slides of both the alveolar mucosa and gingival pad incubated in buffer solution alone showed a reduction in the metachromasia. This reduction in the metachromasia was not as great as the one observed in the sections incubated in buffer with enzyme hyaluronidase in it.

**Periodic-Acid Schiff**

The only PAS positive area found in the epithelium was the intercellular substance, recognizable within the epithelial layers more towards the basal cell layer as a thin red line, in both, the alveolar mucosa and gingival pad. The nuclei and the cytoplasm of all the epithelial cells were PAS positive.

The basement membrane between the epithelium and connective tissue was strongly PAS positive and stained intensely red in color.

The connective tissue in both the alveolar mucosa and gingival pad gave a similar PAS positive reaction. The granules
Such granules apparently were more abundant in the ground substance of the lamina propria of the gingival pad.

**Diastase:**

Treatment with diastase showed slight changes in the PAS stainability of the epithelium of the alveolar as well as gingival pad. The epithelial cells in the gingival pad were only slightly lighter PAS positive. The basement membrane maintained the same intense PAS positive reaction as did the basement membrane without any treatment with diastase.

The ground substance of the connective tissue in the diastase treated sections of the alveolar mucosa and gingival pad stained only slightly less intense with PAS than those stained without any treatment with enzyme.

It was observed that mast cells were difficult to be observed. The granular content of the ground substance of the gingival pad was observed to be increased. Diastase treatment caused disruption of the cell wall and expulsion of the granules in the ground substance.
Chemically, the ground substance of the connective tissue of the oral mucosa is partially characterized by the presence of mucoproteins and glycoproteins, and by the mucopolysaccharides. The distribution of the ground substance can be effectively demonstrated in sections from tissues which are fixed by the freeze-dry method. There are specific histochemical procedures, toluidine blue and PAS, which color the histologic sections by virtue of the stainability of carbohydrate containing components of the ground substance.

The detection of acid mucopolysaccharides by histochemical methods is based on the observation of the metachromatic shift that basic dyes experience when in contact with compounds with a net negative electrical surface charge (Pearse 1960). It has been clearly demonstrated that hyaluronic acid, heparin and chondroitin sulphuric acid stain metachromatically. A differentiation between these acid mucopolysaccharides can be done by treating these substances with enzymes which will react specifically with some of them only. Thus, on treatment with testicular hyaluronidase, heparin and chondroitin sulphuric acid A. and C. will be hydrolysed (Pearse 1960). Subsequent staining of tissues with toluidine blue can localize and semiquantitate acid mucopolysaccharides in situ.

A satisfactory method employed for the demonstration of
Neutral polysaccharides is the periodic-acid Schiff method.

It has been demonstrated by Braden (1955) and Hoogwinkel and Smits (1957) that acid mucopolysaccharides do not stain positive with PAS method. This offers us an opportunity to differentiate between acid and neutral mucopolysaccharides. Glycogen, which is PAS positive, can be removed by treating the sections with diastase and a further differentiation of neutral polysaccharides can be made.

The most important finding was that seen after treatment with testicular hyaluronidase; there was a difference in the degree of metachromasia in the ground substance of the alveolar mucosa and the gingival pad. The gingival pad was less metachromatic than the alveolar mucosa and it was also more mucoid or watery in appearance. The decrease in the metachromasia of the oral mucosa after incubation with testicular hyaluronidase suggests the presence of acid mucopolysaccharides of the order of hyaluronic acid and/or chondroitin sulphuric acid A or C in the ground substance; further, the difference in the staining reactions of these components of the ground substance, of two different but anatomically close locations, is suggestive of their presence in a different degree of aggregation. Gershn and Catchpole (1949) postulated that the intensity with which a tissue stained was related to the concentration of the reactive aldehyde groups and to the state of aggregation of the ground substance.
This can be regarded as an evidence of the existence of water-rich colloid-poor phase in the ground substance of the gingival pad. This result gives support to the previously reported finding that as the teeth erupt through the connective tissue of the oral mucous membrane, the ground substance becomes depolymerized as evidenced by the reduced metachromatic reaction (Engle 1951).

There were areas of the ground substance, especially in the lamina propria of the alveolar mucosa, that gave metachromic reaction and in which the cell predominant was fibroblast. The cytoplasm of fibroblasts stains metachromatically. This is suggestive of the role of fibroblasts in the elaboration of the acid mucopolysaccharides of the ground substance of the connective tissue.

Mast cells were observed to be in greater abundance in the lamina propria of the gingival pad than in the lamina propria of the alveolar mucosa. None of their intra or extracellular granules were affected by testicular hyaluronidase. They maintained the same degree of metachromasia after treatment with testicular hyaluronidase. Pearse (1960) stated that the chondroitin sulphate B is not hydrolysed by testicular hyaluronidase. The fact that mast cells maintained the same degree of metachromasia as untreated specimens agrees with the findings of Schultz-Haudt (1958) who stated that testicular hyaluronidase resistant chondroitin sulphate B is present in the connective
Tissue of the oral mucosa of man. The granules are, therefore, composed of a substance different than hyaluronic acid and chondroitin sulphate A or C.

The results obtained with the PAS method showed difference in the characteristics of the epithelium of the alveolar mucosa and gingival pad. The epithelial cells were less PAS positive after treatment with enzyme diastase. This indicates the presence of carbohydrates in the cytoplasm of the epithelial cells. This carbohydrate apparently had gone into solution.

The ground substance of the gingival pad showed a slight decrease in the staining with PAS after treatment with diastase. This digestion is evidence that a carbohydrate-protein complex, glycogen, is present in the ground substance. The difference in the PAS staining of the ground substance of the gingival pad after treatment with an enzyme as compared to that of the alveolar mucosa after treatment with an enzyme, may be an indication of the increased amount of water soluble glyco-protein material in the ground substance of gingival pad. This is supported by the findings of Engle (1955) and Gersh and Catchpole (1949) who stated that, an elevation of the water content of the tissue will cause a reduction in the intensity of the PAS reaction. They believe that the greater dispersion of tissue polysaccharides in a given area, caused by edema, will reduce the number of reactive groups available for the PAS stain.

The difference in the stainability with PAS in the
GINGIVAL PAD THAN THAT IN THE ALVEOLAR MUCOSA CAN THEREFORE, BE
REGARDED AS AN EVIDENCE OF WATER-RICH COLLOID POOR PHASE OF THE
GROUND SUBSTANCE OF THE GINGIVAL PAD.

THE MORPHOLOGIC, HISTOCHEMICAL AND CHEMICAL ASPECT OF
CONNECTIVE TISSUE FORMED A BASIS FOR SOME UNDERSTANDING OF ITS
PHYSIOCHEMICAL BEHAVIOR. THE ORGANIZATION INTO LARGE MOLECULES
LENS COLLOIDAL PROPERTIES TO THE MATRIX. SOME PARTS OF THE
CARBOHYDRATE MOIETIES, NOTABLY THE CARBOXYL (COOH) AND SULPHATE
(SO₄) GROUPS, RENDERED A NEGATIVE CHARGE TO THIS COLLOID. THE
PRESENCE OF WATER SOLUBLE AND WATER INSOLUBLE PARTS CHARACTER-
IZES THIS BIOLGIC SYSTEM, AS A TWO PHASE SYSTEM, CONSISTING OF
COLLOID RICH WATER POOR PHASE WHICH IS IN EQUILIBRIUM WITH
COLLOID POOR WATER RICH PHASE. ENGLE (1958) HAS SHOWN THAT
LOOSE, FAINTLY STAINED STRUCTURES WITH RELATIVELY GREATER
AMOUNTS OF WATER SOLUBLE GROUND SUBSTANCE CONTAIN A LOW DENSITY
OF NEGATIVELY CHARGED COLLOID. DENSER TISSUES MORE DEEPLY
STAINED CONTAIN HIGHER CONCENTRATIONS OF CHARGED COLLOID AND
RELATIVELY SMALLER AMOUNTS OF WATER-SOLUBLE MATERIAL. VERY
DENSE CONNECTIVE TISSUES, SUCH AS MATURE BONE OR DENTINE, WHICH
ARE VIRTUALLY UNSTAINED BY THE PAS METHOD AND WHICH CONTAIN VERY
LITTLE SOLUBLE MATERIAL, SHOW THE GREATER DENSITY OF NEGATIVELY
CHARGED COLLOID.

THE OBSERVED CHANGES OF THE GROUND SUBSTANCE, CAN BE
REGARDED AS THE REMOVAL OF A KIND OF DERMAL BARRIER TO THE
GROWING, ERUPTING TOOTH.
The tentative identification and characterization of hyaluronic acid and glycoproteins has been dependent upon the histochemical evidence. As the teeth approach the surface of the oral mucous membrane, the ground substance is altered; it is thought to become depolymerized as deduced by its staining reactions with PAS and toluidine blue and its increased content of water soluble alcohol insoluble carbohydrate moiety. It is suggested that this process is an instance of the labile nature of the connective tissue ground substance as observed by Gersh and Catchpole.

The presence of acid mucopolysaccharides in the ground substance of the gingival pad in a state of aggregation different from that of acid mucopolysaccharides in the ground substance of the alveolar mucosa can be regarded as an evidence of the different consistency of the ground substance in these two areas. It can therefore be postulated that the ground substance of the connective tissue above an erupting tooth may undergo changes in its consistency during this physiologic state. The changes in the ground substance may be due to depolymerization of the chemical components of the ground substance which may be due to mucolytic enzymes produced by the cells of the connective tissue, namely the fibroblasts or the mast cells or the epithelial cells of the reduced enamel epithelium present in the lamina propria of the gingival pad.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An experiment to study the changes of the ground substance of the connective tissue of the oral mucosa above an unerupted tooth was done. Special attention was given to the mucopolysaccharides and glycoprotein components of the ground substance of the connective tissue. A comparative evaluation of the ground substance of oral mucosa from the attached gingiva was done.

Twenty-four albino rats were used. Animals were sacrificed at the age of 15 days. Tissue specimens of the gingival tissue were obtained from the mandibular and maxillary alveolar mucosa in the region of the molars and also from the gingival tissue overlying the unerupted molars. The tissues were immediately treated by freeze-drying method.

The histochemical staining methods used for the detection of mucopolysaccharides were: Toluidine blue and Periodic-acid Schiff method.

Enzymal analysis was also done using testicular hyaluronidase and diastase for the further differentiation of acid mucopolysaccharides and neutral mucopolysaccharides respectively.

The results lead us to the following conclusions:
1. There is a change in the consistency of the ground substance, a change from gel state to sol state, of the connective tissue above an erupting tooth, as seen by the difference in the staining reaction with Toluidine blue and PAS and comparing it
WITH THE GROUND SUBSTANCE OF THE CONNECTIVE TISSUE OF THE
ALVEOLAR MUCOSA.

2. THE CHANGE IN THE CONSISTENCY OF THE GROUND SUBSTANCE ABOVE AN EruptING TOOTH IS A LOCALIZED REACTION.
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**Figure 1.** Alveolar mucosa, freeze dried stained with Toluidine blue showing metachromasia in the connective tissue of the lamina propria. X200.
Figure 2. **ERUPTIVE MUCOSA, FREEZE DRIED STAINED WITH TOLUIDINE BLUE SHOWING METACHROMASIA IN THE CONNECTIVE TISSUE OF THE LAMINA PROPIA** X100
Figure 3. Alveolar Mucosa, freeze dried, treated with Hyaluronidase stained with Toluidine Blue. Decreased metachromasia of the ground substance X200
FIGURE 4. ERUPTIVE MUCOSA, FREEZE DRIED, TREATED WITH HYALURONIDASE STAINED WITH TOLUIDINE BLUE. DECREASED METACHROMASIA OF THE GROUND SUBSTANCE X200
Figure 5. Alveolar mucosa, freeze dried, treated with hyaluronidase stained with toluidine blue. Decreased metachromasia of the ground substance. X970.
Figure 6. Eruptive mucosa, freeze dried, treated with hyaluronidase stained with toluidine blue. Decreased metachromasia of the ground substance. Ground substance shows watery appearance. X970
Figure 7. Alveolar mucosa, freeze dried, treated with hyaluronidase stained with toluidine blue, showing mast cells in the lamina propria.

X970
Figure 5. Eruptive mucosa, freeze dried, treated with hyaluronidase stained with toluidine blue, showing mast cells in the lamina propria

x470
FIGURE 9. ALVEOLAR NUCOSA, FREEZE DRIED, STAINED WITH PAS. SHOWING THE PROMINENT EPITHELIAL RIDGES. X35
Figure 10. Eruptive mucosa, freeze dried, stained with PAS. Showing the absence of prominent epithelial ridges. X100
Figure 11. Alveolar mucosa, freeze dried, treated with enzyme diastase, stained with PAS. Showing the reduced staining reaction of the ground substance after enzyme treatment. X100
**Figure 12.** Eruptive mucosa, freeze dried, treated with enzyme diastase, stained with PAS. Showing the reduced staining reaction of the epithelium and the ground substance after enzyme treatment. X200
Figure 13. Alveolar mucosa, freeze dried, treated with enzyme diastase, stained with PAS. Showing the ground substance X470.
Figure 14. Eruptive mucosa, freeze dried, treated with enzyme diastase, stained with PAS. Showing the ground substance. Note the dissociated fibrils and the granules in the ground substance. X970
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